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WAGING EXTERNAL STRUGGLE THROUGH
LAW: CHINA’S EVOLVING LEGAL STRATEGIES
AND PELOSI’S TAIWAN VISIT
Keith J. Hand
U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s recent Taiwan visit
gave China a pretext to launch large-scale military
exercises and rehearse new capabilities for striking
Taiwan. To complement this military response, China
deployed its growing toolkit of domestic legislation on
national security and foreign affairs.
This mobilization of domestic law should come as
no surprise. China’s “Three Warfares” doctrine has
embraced the concept of “legal warfare” to support
military operations and seize the political initiative.1
China has also used domestic law as a tool to pressure
adversaries in the gray zone between peacetime
competition and military conflict.2 In recent years,
senior Party leaders have called for stronger “foreignrelated” legislation to match U.S. legal capabilities and
safeguard the country’s sovereignty and development
interests.
China’s response to the Pelosi visit demonstrates
that it will use domestic law and legal institutions to
impose concrete costs on rivals, deter provocations,
signal strength to domestic and foreign audiences,
and legitimize conflict narratives. As U.S.-China
tensions deepen, these tools of legal struggle will
become increasingly prominent components of China’s
comprehensive approach to external conflict and
competition.3

EXPANDING CHINA’S DOMESTIC
LEGAL TOOLKIT FOR NATIONAL
SECURITY AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Chinese leaders have long used the domestic legal
system to advance their foreign policy goals. While
China adopted some early statutes on national
security and territorial issues, the focus of initial
foreign-related legislation was on building diplomatic
relations; regulating foreign trade, investment, and
economic affairs; and preparing China for entry to the
World Trade Organization.4
In the mid-1990s, China began to place greater
emphasis on domestic laws related to national
security. For example, China expanded its suite of
domestic legislation on maritime issues to legitimize
and fortify claims to disputed waters,5 accelerated
the development of its military law regime, and
adopted a series of laws to rationalize the military and
national security apparatus.6 Military strategists also
developed new doctrines of legal warfare to mobilize
law as an instrument of military and related political
struggle. In 2003, the People’s Liberation Army
formally incorporated the “Three Warfares” doctrine
(waging political warfare, psychological warfare, and
legal warfare) into its political guidelines and strategic
training.7
The 2005 Anti-Secession Law signaled a shift in
Chinese thinking about the role of domestic law in the
national security and foreign affairs arena. Adopted
in March 2005 as a “legal weapon” to fight Taiwan
secessionism, the short, nine-article statute set out
core elements of the mainland’s Taiwan policy and
provided that the state “shall employ non-peaceful
means and other necessary measures” should major
incidents to advance Taiwan’s secession occur or
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the possibility for peaceful unification be “completely exhausted.”8 In so doing, China declared that it was
legally bound to respond to secessionist activity and sought to legitimize future military action.9 The law
also established a domestic legal counterweight both to efforts on Taiwan to invoke the Republic of China
constitution and law as authority for a referendum on the island’s status10 and to the U.S. Taiwan Relations Act,
which incorporates U.S. policy on providing “defensive” military assistance to Taiwan.11 The Anti-Secession Law
represented a turning point in China’s use of domestic law, as the Party-state codified cross-straits policy to
deter specific threats to Chinese sovereignty.
These domestic legal developments accelerated under Xi Jinping. Under Xi’s leadership, the Party deepened
its commitment to “socialist rule of law” and legal institutions as core instruments of governance. In 2014,
the Party Central Committee’s historic decision on legal reform called for China to strengthen “foreign-related
legal work,” including the “use of legal methods to safeguard [China’s] sovereignty, security and development
interests.”12 That same year, Xi introduced his comprehensive national security outlook and specified a range
of development interests, including enterprise, economic, technological, information, and financial interests, as
essential components of national security.13 To advance this comprehensive security vision, the Party created
a new National Security Commission, a key function of which is coordinating the “construction of a rule of law
system on national security.”14 While China’s concept of national security incorporates an important emphasis
on internal security,15 these developments also signaled that law and legal argument were primed to assume
new prominence in China’s approach to external conflict and competition.

“While China’s concept of national security incorporates an important emphasis
on internal security, these developments also signaled that law and legal argument
were primed to assume new prominence in China’s approach to external conflict and
competition.“
Initial lawmaking efforts implemented this agenda by building out China’s system of national security
legislation. Statutes such as the comprehensive 2015 National Security Law and more specific laws on
terrorism, counterespionage, and cybersecurity embraced Xi’s national security outlook both textually and in the
breadth of matters addressed. Such laws also imposed new obligations on individuals and entities to comply
with regulatory requirements and proactively support the work of national security organs.16
As U.S.-China competition intensified, China faced new pressure to expand its domestic legal capacity. Since
2016, the U.S. has applied a range of potent domestic laws to pressure China. The trade war, export controls,
campaigns against Chinese tech giants ZTE and Huawei, sanctions related to Xinjiang and Hong Kong, and other
actions demonstrated the significant reach of U.S. law. They also exposed asymmetries in China’s domestic
legal capacity. One leading Chinese theorist concluded that the U.S. is waging economic war against China that
“is carried out through legal means.”17 Other scholars characterized U.S. legal action as an escalation of “gray
zone” strategies to pressure China.18 Domestic Chinese media railed against U.S. “long-arm jurisdiction” and
declared that China must develop reciprocal capacities to fight back.19
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Senior Party and state leaders called for new legal
tools to meet these challenges. At a Central Work
Conference on Rule of Law in 2020, Xi Jinping
emphasized that China “must accelerate the strategic
deployment of foreign-related rule of law work… apply
legal methods; effectively face challenges; guard
against risks; comprehensively utilize legislation, law
enforcement, judicial, and other methods to struggle;
and resolutely defend national sovereignty, dignity,
and core interests.”20 At a Politburo session the
following year, Xi urged officials to “use rule of law
to carry out international struggle” and “strengthen
legislation in the field of foreign affairs; further
improve the laws and regulations of anti-sanction,
anti-interference, and anti-‘long-arm jurisdiction’; and
promote the construction of a legal system applicable
outside China’s jurisdiction.”21 Senior political and
legislative officials now repeat the mantra that
China must enrich its “legal toolkit” (法律工具箱) to
manage increasingly complex external risks.22 The
Party Central Committee also incorporated a detailed
agenda to promote “rule of law thinking and methods
in international affairs” into its 2020-2025 Plan on
Building the Rule of Law in China.23 Such efforts
represent an external dimension of Xi’s broader effort
to leverage law to legitimize Party-state action.24
State entities have taken four related steps to
strengthen domestic law and legal institutions as
tools of international struggle. First, lawmakers
have enacted a basket of reciprocal legislation that
parallels U.S. legal capacity and authorizes Chinese
countermeasures. For example, the 2020 Measures
for the Security Review of Foreign Investment
expanded the scope of foreign investments subject to
national security review. The 2020 Provisions on the

Unreliable Entity List (UEL Provisions) direct agencies
to impose a range of economic and travel restrictions
on foreign parties that endanger China’s sovereignty,
security, or development. The following year,
China adopted Rules on Counteracting Unjustified
Extraterritorial Application of Foreign Legislation
and Other Measures, which empower agencies to
prohibit the enforcement of foreign legislation with
“unjustifiable” extraterritorial effects and give Chinese
parties a legal right to recover compensation from
counterparts that fail to comply.25
To bolster this framework, the National People’s
Congress Standing Committee enacted the 2020
Export Control Law, which establishes a concrete
framework for restricting the export of items with
military or dual uses or that otherwise relate to
“national security, ” and the 2021 Anti-Foreign
Sanctions Law (AFSL), which empowers administrative
agencies to impose countermeasures against foreign
parties when a foreign country adopts sanctions or
interferes in China’s internal affairs.26 Xinhua captured
the thrust of this new body of legislation when it
warned that “if anyone holds the sanctions stick in
their hands, attempts to slander or smear China,
or interfere in China’s internal affairs, China… will
resolutely counteract it in accordance with laws and
regulations.”27 One Western commentator suggested
the dueling legislation may herald a “regulatory arms
race.”28
Second, lawmakers have strengthened the
extraterritorial reach of domestic legislation. China
has embraced the exercise of jurisdiction over acts
outside of Chinese territory that are perpetrated by
its own nationals, cause harm to its nationals, or

“China has embraced the exercise of jurisdiction over acts outside of Chinese territory
that are perpetrated by its own nationals, cause harm to its nationals, or threaten state
sovereignty and territorial integrity.”
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threaten state sovereignty and territorial integrity.29
Although this is not a new phenomenon (China’s
Criminal Law has long included provisions with
extraterritorial effect), Xi’s instruction that China must
“promote the construction of a legal system applicable
outside of China’s jurisdiction” has made the adoption
of extraterritorial provisions a higher priority. For
example, key provisions of the reciprocal legislation
noted above empower the Chinese government to
regulate or sanction foreign parties for acts beyond
China’s borders. Another recent example is the 2018
Hong Kong National Security Law, which applies to
offenses committed both by Hong Kong residents
and foreigners outside the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (Articles 37 and 38).30

bans on foreign citizens to compel cooperation with
investigations and increasingly targeting individuals
and activities outside of China’s borders.35 Nuances in
China’s rules and practices regarding dual nationality
can generate foreign tensions in such cases.36 And,
China’s arrest of Michael Kovrig and Michael Spavor
immediately after Canadian authorities detained
Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou, along with its release
of the “two Michaels” mere hours after Meng was
allowed to leave Canada three years later, raised
concerns about hostage diplomacy. The sequence of
events in these cases sent a clear message that China
will deploy its criminal justice system in a tit for tat
manner to impose concrete costs for provocations and
defend its national interests.

Third, China has continued to promulgate domestic
legislation to support its maritime and territorial
claims. For example, the 2020 Coast Guard Law
and 2021 revisions to the Maritime Traffic Safety
Law reinforced ambiguity about the scope of
the “jurisdictional waters” subject to maritime
law and safety enforcement, giving China legal
flexibility to promote its claims in disputed waters.31
The 2021 National Land Boundary Law set out
detailed provisions on the delineation, defense, and
management of national land boundaries and imposed
legal obligations on the state to safeguard territorial
sovereignty and land boundary security.32 China cites
such statutes to argue that it exercises authority to
regulate foreign activity in contested areas and is
legally obligated to act on such issues.33

DEPLOYING LEGAL STRATEGIES IN
RESPONSE TO PELOSI’S TAIWAN
VISIT

Finally, Chinese law enforcement and judicial organs
have adopted a more assertive posture in foreignrelated matters. For example, in a series of prominent
cross-border intellectual property disputes in
2020 and 2021, Chinese courts issued injunctions
that prohibited foreign companies from pursuing
intellectual property claims overseas and threatened
them with massive fines to enforce compliance.34
Law enforcement authorities are imposing exit

China’s response to Nancy Pelosi’s Taiwan visit
provides an opportunity to assess the application
of these legal tools in practice. While many foreign
analysts focused on the scale of the mainland’s
military response, Chinese authorities also announced
legal countermeasures against individuals and
entities in the U.S. and Taiwan. In some instances,
officials carefully explained the legal basis for such
countermeasures. In others, they stated only generally
that China was acting in accordance with laws and
regulations. China’s legal response incorporated
core elements of the domestic legal capacities and
strategies discussed above, including the invocation of
domestic law to legitimize action related to contested
sovereignty issues, the application of reciprocal
legislation to respond to foreign provocations, the
assertion of jurisdiction over extraterritorial acts, and
mobilization of the domestic judicial apparatus to
strike back and demonstrate resolve.
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One key element of China’s legal response was
signaling an intention to pursue criminal liability for
secessionist activity. On Aug. 3, mainland officials
declared that China has a “clear legal basis” for
punishing “Taiwan independence diehards” and
would criminally prosecute them.37 The detailed
statement cited specific legal authorities, including
provisions of the 2005 Anti-Secession Law and the
2015 National Security Law stipulating that China’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity are inviolable;
that all Chinese people are obligated to safeguard
national sovereignty, unity, and territorial integrity;
and that those endangering national security will
be investigated. The statement then referenced
Criminal Law provisions on engaging in or inciting
secession or undermining national unity (Article 103)
and heavier criminal penalties that apply when such
crimes involve collusion with foreign actors (Article
106). Contemporaneous People’s Daily commentaries
explained that Article 6 of the Criminal Law extends
criminal jurisdiction to acts that have consequences
within Chinese territory. They also cited provisions of
the Criminal Law (Articles 88 and 89) and Criminal
Procedure Law (Article 291) that authorize the
suspension of time limits for prosecution and the trial
of national security crimes in absentia.38
Chinese authorities took concrete steps to show
that this legal rhetoric has teeth. On Aug. 3, state
security officials in Wenzhou detained Taiwanese
businessman Yang Zhiyuan on allegations of separatist
activity and endangering national security.39 Domestic
legal commentary described Yang’s lengthy Taiwan
independence activity outside of mainland China
as the legal basis for the criminal investigation.40
Officials from the Taiwan Affairs Office characterized
Yang’s case as precedent setting, explaining that it
was the first time mainland authorities had criminally
investigated “Taiwan independence elements” for
crimes of secession.41 Wenzhou state security officials
reportedly transferred Yang to residential surveillance
on Aug. 10 and, as of this writing, his case is ongoing.42

Then, on Aug. 16, Chinese authorities added seven
Taiwanese officials and lawmakers to a previously
announced list of three “Taiwan independence
diehards.” China imposed “punitive measures” on
these individuals (see below) and stated that they
would be “held accountable for life in accordance
with the law.”43 Although China is unlikely to detain
the listed individuals, the announcement and related
commentary conveyed the message that Chinese law
is a potent weapon to deter secessionist acts and that
“Taiwan independence diehards” cannot escape the
net of mainland justice anywhere in the world. The
discourse also suggests that China could escalate its
legal response to cross-straits tensions by holding
criminal trials in absentia.
In addition to criminal investigations, China announced
non-criminal “punitive measures” (惩戒措施) against
ten “Taiwan independence diehards,” two Taiwanese
foundations, and four Taiwanese business entities, as
well as “sanctions” (制裁措施) on Nancy Pelosi and
her immediate family members. Specifically, China
prohibited the listed Taiwanese individuals and their
families from entering mainland China or the Hong
Kong and Macao Special Administrative Regions,
banned their affiliated organizations from collaborating
with mainland parties, and prohibited their affiliated
enterprises and owners from profiting in China.44
The Taiwanese foundations and enterprises were
banned from cooperating or engaging in transactions
with mainland parties, and their administrators were
prohibited from entering the country. To punish
Pelosi for her Taiwan visit, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (MFA) announced that China would impose
unspecified “sanctions… in accordance with relevant
laws of the People’s Republic of China.”45 In so doing,
it added Pelosi to a growing list of senior U.S. officials
that China has sanctioned in recent years.46
The MFA’s Aug. 5 statement did not cite specific laws
or regulations for sanctions against Pelosi. However,
an extensive People’s Daily response to the Pelosi
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visit confirmed that China sanctioned Pelosi under
the Anti-Foreign Sanctions Law.47 Although framed
as a legal measure to counteract foreign sanctions,
the text of the AFSL sweeps more broadly, stipulating
in Article 3 that China may take “corresponding
countermeasures” when a “foreign country… uses
various excuses or relies on domestic law to contain
or suppress China, adopt discriminatory restrictive
measures against Chinese citizens or organizations, or
interfere in China’s internal affairs.” Article 15 further
provides that the statute may be “referenced” when
“it is necessary to adopt countermeasures against
foreign countries, organizations, or individuals for…
acts that endanger China’s sovereignty, security, and
development interests.” This provision gives Chinese
authorities discretion to apply the AFSL by analogy
to counter a wide range of foreign provocations. The
law authorizes several concrete countermeasures,
including travel restrictions; assets freezes; and
prohibitions on transactions or cooperation with
targeted parties and their immediate family members,
management personnel, or affiliates (Article 6).
Here again, domestic media attempted to show
that China’s countermeasures would have concrete
impact. For example, media outlets published detailed
discussions of Pelosi-family investments and financial
interests related to China.48 They also published the
text of a China Asset Management Association “Notice
on Implementing Countermeasures Requirements
and Improving Relevant Mechanisms.” Citing the AFSL
and the MFA announcement, the Notice directed
private equity funds to strictly comply with China’s
countermeasures and prohibit transactions with Pelosi
and her immediate family.49 Such stories cultivate
the impression that the Pelosi family will suffer losses
and signal to domestic audiences that the China’s
sanctions are not merely symbolic.50
China also shaped the narrative about its legal
actions by arguing that the U.S. has long abused
such mechanisms. After citing a lengthy list of U.S.

sanctions on other countries, the People’s Daily
observed that the “U.S. has used Xinjiang, Hong
Kong, human rights, and other internal issues of
China to sanction Chinese institutions and personnel”
and “extended the concept of national security;
concocted various pretexts; abused export control
measures; deployed state power to unreasonably
suppress Chinese institutions and enterprises; gravely
undermined fair competition, market economic
principles and international economic and trade
rules; and listed more than 1,000 Chinese enterprises
and institutions on various sanctions lists.” It argued
that in this context, China could hardly be blamed
for applying similar measures to respond to the
provocation of Pelosi’s Taiwan visit.51 Such discourse
cast China’s response as a defensive countermeasure.
The legal basis for non-criminal “punitive measures”
imposed on Taiwan individuals and entities is less
clear. One day after the measures were announced, a
Taiwan Affairs Office spokesman declared that there
is “ample legal basis” for them.52 However, in contrast
to the detailed discussion of legal authorities for
criminal sanctions, officials did not cite any specific
legislation to support this assertion. The concrete
countermeasures set out in the AFSL and Provisions
on the Unreliable Entity List correspond closely with
the language and substance of these measures.
However, the AFSL technically applies only to the
acts of foreign countries (and individuals and entities
that implement them), while the UEL Provisions cover
“foreign entities.” Implicitly designating Taiwanese
activities as “foreign” would generate tensions with
the mainland’s “One-China principle.”
In discussing the legal basis for pursuing criminal
responsibility against “Taiwan independence diehards,”
Chinese officials cited general provisions of the 2005
Anti-Secession Law and the 2015 National Security
Law. Arguably, the same provisions would provide a
basis for fashioning non-criminal punitive measures
that might be modeled after, but not explicitly
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grounded in, the AFSL or UEL Provisions. The awkwardness of referencing AFSL or UEL Provisions that apply to
“foreign” parties in this context, and the general nature of the other statutes, may explain why Chinese officials
refrained from citing specific legislation for these measures. The Global Times implicitly recognized this gap
when it characterized the Anti-Secession Law as a “framework and principle law” and observed that China may
need to adopt more specific legislation “targeting Taiwan secessionists.”53
China may soon face pressure to take such a step. In a bipartisan vote in mid-September, the U.S. Senate
Foreign Relations Committee advanced the Taiwan Policy Act for consideration by the full Senate. As currently
drafted, the Act would deepen U.S. diplomatic and economic ties with Taiwan, strengthen commitments to
enhance Taiwan’s military deterrent, and provide for sanctions in the event of significant mainland escalation of
military action.54 In her initial public statement on this development, Taiwan Affairs Office spokeswoman Zhu
Fenglian undertook ritual denunciations of the bill as an interference in China’s internal affairs and a violation of
the One-China principle.55 Within days, Zhu focused more specifically on China’s legal deterrent. Emphasizing
China’s active use of “legal weapons” to punish Taiwan separatist activities, she declared that China would
introduce new legal measures to strengthen its weapons “in accordance with developing circumstances.”56
These events highlight the potential for an escalation of legal struggle with the U.S. over the Taiwan question.

CONCLUSION
China’s response to the Pelosi Taiwan visit demonstrates that it views domestic law as a core instrument of
external struggle and will deploy it to shape conflict narratives and pressure adversaries.

“China’s response to the Pelosi Taiwan visit demonstrates that it views domestic law
as a core instrument of external struggle and will deploy it to shape conflict narratives
and pressure adversaries.”
As one Chinese legal commentator observed in reflecting on recent cross-straits tensions, “global law has
become the main method for countries to deal with domestic and international affairs, and legal struggle has
become an important method and basic tool for the anti-secession struggle.”57 By invoking domestic law,
China seeks to legitimize its responses to external provocations and impose concrete costs to deter escalation.
Wielding “legal weapons” gives Chinese leaders a way to project strength and resolve short of military action
and manage domestic pressure to stand up to foreign bullying.58 U.S. policymakers should recognize that China
is developing and deploying these domestic legal tools in a systematic manner.
As the response also suggests, this legal framework remains a work in progress. Official vagueness in discussing
legal authorities for the non-criminal “punitive measures” against Taiwanese parties contrasted sharply with
careful efforts to detail the legal basis for criminal prosecutions. In the former case, officials may have decided
that the relevant legal authorities lack adequate detail. National People’s Congress sources have expressed
concern about “weak links” in foreign-related legislation and the need to operationalize the principles in general
legislation, while also preserving sufficient “legal flexibility” to address a complex matrix of emerging external
challenges.59
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“China has built a high degree of discretion into its current body of foreign-related
legislation, giving it the flexibility to calibrate legal countermeasures as necessary to
address fluid external conditions.”
Pelosi’s visit gave Chinese leaders an opportunity to assess some of these gaps and tensions in their domestic
legal toolkit. Subsequent developments highlight the challenge they face in balancing legal operability and
flexibility. China has built a high degree of discretion into its current body of foreign-related legislation, giving it
the flexibility to calibrate legal countermeasures as necessary to address fluid external conditions. If Congress
advances the Taiwan Policy Act, Chinese leaders may sacrifice some the flexibility they prize and enact more
specific provisions to maintain the potency and legitimacy of their legal signals on Taiwan. U.S. lawmakers
should consider whether such an escalation of legal competition would be conducive to cross-straits stability.
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